Club penguin mission 7 walkthrough

Start by clicking on Gary and listening to what he says. You will see Herbert and his crab
breaking apart the clock. Now click out of that screen and listen to Gary again. Go over to the
invention cabinet, you need a code to get in. See the lock by clicking on the box. Go back to
Gary and tell him you need the electromagnet Go back to the invention cabinet and put in the
code. The password is key spelled in the PSA code. Put the electromagnet in your inventory. Go
get the inner tube from the Gadget Room. Go to the Iceberg and use the magnet to get the
spring in the water. Now go to the Beach and get the snow bucket. Fill it up with snow from the
Snow Forts. Go to the Town and talk to the penguin with a propeller cap. Take the picture of the
gear from the penguin. Go to the Dock and talk to the two penguins. Then play the snowball
game and hit the target correctly. Give them the tube as a replacement. Go to the Pizza Parlor
and receive the music sheet by the piano. Now enter the stage and put the music notes on the
piano. Play the correct notes by putting the music notes on the stand. Exit the piano stand. Give
the puffle the picture of the gear and bucket of snow. He will make a sculpture. Now take the
gear to the Gadget Room. Put the snow crank on the test chamber and pull the lever. Use the
snow button to freeze it. Do the same thing with the spring this time use the fire button. Go to
the Snow Forts. Talk to the orange penguin and put the clock back together again. This wiki.
This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Walkthrough 1. Click the screen
that shows the Snow Forts. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. You must get the parts back into the clock for it to work again. You'll start the
mission in the HQ with G. G will inform you that the Clock Tower in the Snow Forts has started
to malfunction, and show you some footage of it breaking. The footage shows Herbert taking a
giant gear out of the back, and a spring gets launched out very far and bounces off the Iceberg.
Klutzy steals the target. You must recover the parts and fix the tower. Enter the Gadget Room
and pick up the life preserver on the shelf. Go to the Pizza Parlor and you'll learn that the
Pizzatron is broken because the oven is dependent on the Clock Tower. There is some sheet
music on the floor next to the piano, so you can pick that up. Now visit the Stage and go to the
piano. Play the song you learned from the sheet music at the Pizza Parlor, and a yellow puffle
will come out and sit next to the Costume Trunk. He can probably help you, just not right now.
Go to the Snow Forts. Rory is standing guard by the clock tower, and you can talk to him for
some tips. He'll tell you that you should either find the lost parts or make your own. At the Town
, Rookie is handing out posters of the gear. Ask for one, and he'll give it to you. Go left to the
Dock , and you'll see two Blue Team members with a target. Say that you need the target for the
Clock Tower, and they won't believe you. They think you're a Red Team spy! To get the target,
you need to win it in a game. The game is rather simple; you just need to throw snowballs at the
target while the other member moves it around. Hit it three times to win, and they will give you
the target. However, they are disappointed that they can not play without another target. Give
them the life preserver from the Gadget Room, and they'll thank you. At the Beach , there is a
penguin sitting in a giant chair made of snow. Ask where he got it, and he'll say that a yellow
puffle made it for him. He drew a picture of a chair, gave the puffle snow, and it built the chair.
There's a green bucket next to the penguin that you can take. Since you have a picture of the
main gear you need, and there's a yellow puffle at the Stage, you can get it to make a replica of
the gear! At the Ski Village , you'll learn from a penguin reading a newspaper that the Snow
Forts has the highest quality snow to build with. Fill your green bucket from the Beach with
snow from the Snow Forts, and go to the Stage. Give the yellow puffle the poster of the gear,
and it will nod its head. Give it the pail of snow, and it will build a gear exactly like the one you
need! If you try putting the snow gear in the clock, it will fall apart because it's too soft. You
need a way to make it stronger. Get to the Gadget Room, put it in the Test Chamber and choose
snow. Since you have the target and a replica gear, you should look for the spring. The footage
G showed you had it bounce off the Iceberg. And of course, that's where it is; frozen in a block
of ice, just out of reach. Report back to G and ask for the electromagnet It's locked in a cage
outside the gadget room, but he says that the "key" is very obvious. Investigate the locked cage
with the magnet, and you need a 3-letter word written in Tic-Tac-Toe Code. That code is "key".
Once you've gotten the magnet, go back to the Iceberg and grab the frozen spring. You need to
thaw it before putting it back in the clock, and there's something in the Gadget Room that can
heat it up. Take the frozen spring to the Test Chamber. The button you want to press is fire.
Once you've thawed the spring, you want to freeze the snow gear to make it more durable. Take
all the parts back to the Clock Tower. The target, the spring, and the ice gear. Once the clock
starts working, you'll get a call from Herbert saying that disrupting the clock was only the first
part of his plan. G will come in and thank you for your hard work. You will receive the Mission 7
Medal , plus the Blue Pennant if you gave the Blue Team the life preserver as a replacement
target. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. The Map during
the mission. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest.

Make sure you go away from the piano first. I had the same problem. Good Luck! It really works!
You must be soooo smart! OMG i would have never though about how to fix it!!!! Thanks, or
maybe thank-you for telling me how to do the mission! You must be really really smart to do
that! I think you cheats are the best cheats ever and I just wanted to say thanks. Thanks
soooooo much it was vv helpful. Hey anonymous, about the snowman, there is no part for this
in the mission. It just gives you a clue that you need to get snow. So bourd Wanna meet on
clubpeng? I was just waching movie trailor on Utube cuz i was bourd. Hey Cena, on the F. H
book at the HQ, its been updated on page 4. Also on the Club Penguin blog, there is a new room
sneak peek. Cena r u mad at me? I've always been on the blue team. I shouldn't have had to
prove it! If you guys don't know, I'm the leader of the snowball fighting team the Cobras. We are
one of the many teams that make up the blue team. We defeated ACP they were red. Then the
clovers. A one person team. He was a loner of the green team which doesn't exsist. Then some
dude named Karl I faced off. I WON! And my bro and I fight eachother alot. That mission would
stink. I don't get how your supposed to play the piano. Could you list the colors like purple red
like that? Do the mission again step by step again. I happened with me also in the first mission.
I did not gave the photos to Aunt Arctic. So I did not receive the gift. How do you do the piano it
is really hard i can not do it please tell me how from hudgens I took the drawing of the gear out
of my invitory a then i tryed giving it to the puffle but it will not let me all it says is you have
made a very happy yellow puffle. I tried playing the music again and it did not work! BUT one
prob why dosent the yellow puffle come out of the hiding thts only my problem the yellow puffle
smiles but never comes out!! This mission was kind of easy. I had to try it a lot of times because
I could never get the target. I wonder what Herbert is up to now? Arr me hartes! Good old
Rockhopper here! I like to see how rockhopper can play games! See you young mates
sometime! Rockhoper : Ohh Arrrr! Absoloute rubbish cheats!!!! I can't get the yellow puffle I
can't beleive it!!! I've tried everything. I even talked to the guy in the Petshop and it didn't work!
Awwww i cant get past the blue team thing i done everything else but i just cant get it :.
Cena,say to Bluesapphire this: the name of the polar bear is Herbert! OMG for this! Pls let me
show you the proper way penguins,to come to my ship! Thanks so much! The only part I was
stuck on was the part where they said, "Hmmm, the snow you used was to soft, if only there
was a way to make it harder" I was like huh?!?!?! I never would have imagined using the
thing-a-ma-jig something. Thank you SOOO much! Thank you! Where do you find the
replacement target? I really want to know! Ill try to find one because the blue team penguins
really look upset! Awesome i did all the missions now well i think lol u helped me soo much
cena thanks! I gave the yellow puffle the picture of gear and snow. Then he builds the gear and
it falls apart. Can any1 help me with that??? I really needed that last mission. I've finally finished
them all!! The target part was the hardest for me. I kept missing the target. It gets harder when
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